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Research purposes:

- **Purposes:**
  To propose some solutions to improve credit risk management activity at Vietnam Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development - Lang Ha Branch on the basis of systemization of a number of basic theoretical issues of credit risk management of Commercial Banks; to analyze credit risk situation and the credit risk management at Vietnam Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development - Lang Ha Branch.

- **Research tasks:**
  - Systematize some basic theoretical issues of credit risk management of Commercial Banks.
  - Analyze credit risk situation and the credit risk management at Vietnam Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development - Lang Ha Branch; Give clearly the results, limitations and causes.
  - Propose some solutions to complete credit risk management activity at Vietnam Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development - Lang Ha Branch.

New contributions:

Based on the research, business analysis of Vietnam Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development- Lang Ha Branch for the period 2008 - 2010; analyze difficulties, existences in the credit risk management, the thesis has proposed a number of orientations and solutions for credit risk management for Vietnam Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development - Lang Ha Branch.